
OSI's Wins Second Chilean Navy Upgrade Program 
OSI Expanding its South American Presence 

• OSI's second submarine upgrade program with the Chilean Navy
• OSI's Tactical Dived Navigation System (TDNS) best-in-class technology
• A G2G contract facilitated by CCC

October 18, 2023 -- Burnaby, BC – OSI Maritime Systems (OSI) is pleased to announce a contract to 
support the Chilean Navy's Scorpene-class upgrade program. 

The contract includes the delivery of OSI's TDNS D-MOP system and has been facilitated through a 
government-to-government (G2G) contract between CCC and the Chilean Navy. The first contract, signed 
in 2020, provided upgrades to the navigation capability of two Thompson-class submarines. 

Ken Kirkpatrick, President and CEO, OSI Maritime Systems commented, "We're proud of the work we are 
doing with the Chilean Navy. The success of the first contract paved the way for this subsequent 
agreement with the Navy; they know that we can deliver and that their submarines will be navigating with 
the best-dived solution available." 

Part of the design includes a Digital Maritime Operations Plot (D-MOP) with advanced ECPINS Submarine 
software to deliver a state-of-the-art tactical navigation advantage. In a submarine, where operating space 
is confined, the D-MOP's hardware and flexible system architecture are fitted to maximize and efficiently 
deliver navigational and tactical advantage to the crew. 

"As a result of this contract, OSI's footprint is growing in South America as well as the number of 
submarines operating TDNS," stated Jim Davison, VP Business Development, OSI Maritime Systems. "We 
have an impressive record with our systems operational on over 60 NATO and Allied submarines and 15 
classes." 

Independently certified against NATO WECDIS STANAG 4564, OSI solutions are deployed on Sweden, 
UK, Australia, Canada, The Netherlands, Indonesia, South Africa and Brazil submarines. 
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About CCC 

The Canadian Commercial Corporation (CCC) is Canada’s government to government contracting agency. We help build 
successful commercial relationships between Canadian businesses and governments around the world through our 
government to government contracting approach. We ar e also the Government of Canada’s designated contracting 
authority for U.S. DoD requirements from Canada. To learn more about how we have facilitated billions in trade between 
Canadian businesses and governments around the world, visit www.ccc.ca. 

About OSI 

OSI Maritime Systems, has been providing advanced integrated navigation and tactical solutions to military customers for 
over 20 years.  As a pioneer of Warship Electronic Chart Display and Information Systems (WECDIS), the company has 
grown to be a leading provider of integrated navigation and tactical solutions designed for naval and maritime security 
operations.  The company develops and delivers integrated bridge systems for warships, integrated dived navigation 
systems for submarines, and C2 systems for small craft.  OSI currently has 25 naval customers from around the world with 
more than 700 warships and submarines operating with its world leading integrated navigation and tactical solutions. 
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